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Leokid Softshell Jumpsuit

LEOKID SOFTSHELL JUMPSUIT
The Leokid Softshell Jumpsuit
is designed for kids ages 12 months
to 5 years.

Name tag. A name tag on the back for
indicating the kid’s name on the inside of
the overall.

For temperatures from +10 ⁰С
to +18 ⁰С. The Leokid Softshell Jumpsuit
protects from moderate rain and wind
while remaining breathable and retaining
warmth. The lining is made of warm and
soft fleece.

Sizes:
Size: 80 / Age: 12–18 months / Height:
80–86 cm
Size: 86 / Age: 18–24 months / Height:
86–92 cm
Size: 92 / Age: 2–3 years / Height:
92–98 cm
Size: 98 / Age: 3–4 years / Height:
98–104 cm
Size: 104 / Age: 4–5 years / Height: 1
04–110 cm

Features:
Polyurethane coating. The Softshell
Jumpsuit is made of high-tech waterrepellent fabric with a polyurethane
coating.
Detachable silicone foot straps.
Detachable silicone foot straps help
secure pant legs over your kid’s shoes.
Detachable hood. The detachable hood
is fastened with snaps and protects your
kid from strong wind.
Retroreflective elements. Several
reflective stripes are provided on the
overall.

Coating: 100% polyurethane
Top: 94% polyether, 6% spandex. Durable
8,000 mm water-repellent fabric with
3,000 g/m2 / 24 hours vapor-permeable
membrane
Accessories: silicone foot straps, metal
snaps, plastic zippers.
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Leokid Softshell Jumpsuit

Disco Dog

Tiger Mood

Koala Time

Ginger Dog
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Leokid Rain Pants

LEOKID RAIN PANTS
– Rain pants are to wear over the
main cloth in order to protect it from
dirt;
– Are made of water-resistant
fabric without padding. Shell: 100%
polyester with PU-coating;
– The seams of the pants are taped
and are fully water-proof;
– Rain pants are all-year;
– For babies from 1.5 to 6 years old.
Size:
– size 85 (for height up to 95 cm);
– size 95 (for height up to 105 cm);
– size 105 (for height up to 115 cm).

Shell: 100% polyester with PUcoating.
Coating: 100% polyurethane.
Water-resistance: 2000mm.
Trimming: plastic, fastexes, plastic
snaps, detachable foot loops made
of elastic band with buttons.
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Leokid Rain Pants

Gray

Pink

Black
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Leokid Footmuff Light Compact

LEOKID FOOTMUFF LIGHT COMPACT
The Leokid Light Compact Footmuff
is designed for babies up to 90 cm tall.
It is made of warm, soft and breathable
3,000 mm water-repellent fabric. The
lining is made
of hypoallergenic synthetic down.
The footmuff protects from temperatures
down to –10 ⁰С.
The footmuff is convenient for traveling, as
it can be easily folded up and stored in a
special cover (included).

Slot system. The slot system of the Light
Compact footmuff is suitable for most fivepoint, three-point or one-piece harnesses.
All slots are thoroughly covered by storm
flaps.

Features

Weight: 350 g

Hood adjustment. The upper part
of the footmuff has a drawstring with a
plastic stopper that can be hidden
in a special pocket.
Snaps to fix the lapels open. The sides of
the footmuff feature snaps to fix the lapels
open.

Top: 100% nylon

Anti-slip fabric. The back of the footmuff
features special anti-slip elements.
Size: 90*50 cm
Size when stored in cover: 24*13 cm

Filling: 100% polyether
Lining: 100% nylon
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Leokid Footmuff Light Compact

Sand Shell

Soft Pink

Magnet

Yolk Yellow

Leokid Footmuff Light Compact

Gray mist
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Leokid Raincover

LEOKID RAINCOVER
Leokid Raincover for a stroller
is a stylish and cozy companion
in nasty weather. It protects your baby
from rain, wind, and snow.

Besides, it has special ventilation holes
allowing the inflow of fresh air, reflective
elements, and zippers with water-repellent
coating.

It has a universal size and fits most strollers
with standard hood, carrycots, and second
stroller seats.

The Raincover made of fabric
is stronger than most polyethylene
analogues and is easier to use in frosty
weather. The simple design allows setting
the accessory quickly and easily. A storage
bag goes with the rain cover for its
convenient storage and transportation.

Features
The accessory has side windows that
increase the viewing area, allowing your
little one to enjoy both front
and side views. A big window allows you to
easily take the baby from
the stroller. There is a Velcro to fix the
window open. The rain cover has a
convenient back pocket to store bottles,
toys, and other accessories.

Top: 100 % polyether
Window: PVC (polyvinyl chloride)
Trimming: plastic zippers, Velcros.
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Leokid Raincover

Morris

Magnet

Fantastic

Wonder
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Leokid Footmuff Classic

LEOKID FOOTMUFF CLASSIC
Leokid Footmuff Classic is designed for kids
under 3-4 years. The footmuff has a high
insulation degree down to –25°С.
Leokid Footmuff Classic is perfect for use in:
– Strollers
– Infant carriers
– Baby car seats
– Sledges

Features:
Lapels fixation. Snap buttons are located
on the footmuff sides, allowing to fix the
lapels open.
Hood tightening. A drawstring is provided
at the footmuff transformer top. It can be
adjusted using a plastic stopper and hidden
inside a special pocket. Hood tightening
keeps your baby safe from wind.
Wind protection. A zipper is located in the
footmuff center and is securely covered with
a storm flap.
Slot system. Footmuff slot system is
universal and suitable for most car safety
harnesses, including one-piece. Outer slots
are covered by storm flaps.
Protective fabric. Protective fabric with
water-repellent impregnation is provided

in the foot area inside the footmuff
transformer.
Anti-slip coating. Elements with special
anti-slip coating are located on the reverse
side of the footmuff, protecting against
accidental slipping.
Reflective element. The reflective element
is located at the footmuff front, making it
noticeable from afar in inclement weather
and at night.
Footmuff size: 105×50 cm (incl. bottom).
Back length: 197 cm.
Footmuff transformer weight: 1,100 g.
Top: 1100% polyester. Durable fabric with
water-repellent impregnation (3,000 mm)
and vapor permeable membrane (3,000 g/
m2/24h).
Filling: 100% polyester.
Lining: 100% polyester. Microfleece.
Trimming: plastic zippers, plastic snap
buttons, velcros, the rubber drawstring, the
plastic stopper.

Leokid Footmuff Classic
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A color lineup has been expanded, and new color options have been added:
Old friends.

NEW

Old Friends Gray

Vincent

Morris

Wonder

Leokid Footmuff Classic

Village
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Leokid Footmuff Olaf
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LEOKID FOOTMUFF OLAF

NEW

Leokid Footmuff Olaf is designed for kids
under 2–3 years. The footmuff has an
insulation degree down to –25°С.

water-repellent impregnation is provided
in the foot area inside the footmuff
transformer.

Leokid Footmuff Olaf is perfect for use in:
– Strollers
– Infant carriers
– Baby car seats
– Sledges

Anti-slip coating. Elements with special
anti-slip coating are located on the reverse
side of the footmuff, protecting against
accidental slipping.

Features:
Lapels fixation. Snap buttons are located
on the footmuff sides, allowing to fix the
lapels open.
Hood tightening. A drawstring is provided
at the footmuff transformer top. It can be
adjusted using a plastic stopper and hidden
inside a special pocket. Hood tightening
keeps your baby safe from wind.
Wind protection. A zipper is located in the
footmuff center and is securely covered with
a storm flap.
Slot system. Footmuff slot system is
universal and suitable for most car safety
harnesses, including one-piece. Outer slots
are covered by storm flaps.
Protective fabric. Protective fabric with

Reflective element. The reflective element
is located at the footmuff front, making it
noticeable from afar in inclement weather
and at night.
Footmuff size: 105×50 cm (incl. bottom).
Back length: 97 cm.
Footmuff transformer weight: 1,100 g.
Top: 1100% polyester. Durable fabric with
water-repellent impregnation (3,000 mm)
and vapor permeable membrane (3,000 g/
m2/24h).
Filling: 100% polyester.
Lining: 100% polyester. Microfleece.
Trimming: plastic zippers, plastic snap
buttons, velcros, the rubber drawstring, the
plastic stopper.

Leokid Footmuff Olaf
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New color options have been added: Fjord Gray, Green Stone, Moonscape,
Sand Shell. The footmuff lining will be printed soft and warm fleece.
The footmuff is now designed for temperatures down to –25°С.

NEW

Fjord Gray

NEW

Green Stone

Sand Shell

Moonscape

Leokid Footmuff Transformer
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LEOKID FOOTMUFF TRANSFORMER
Leokid Footmuff Transformer is designed
for kids under 3–4 years. Thanks to its
replaceablebottom, footmuff transformer
grows together with your kid. Footmuff
transformer has a high insulation degree
down to –25°С.
Leokid Footmuff is perfect for use in:
– Strollers
– Infant carriers
– Baby car seats
– Sledges

Features:
Adjustable footmuff length. The length
of the footmuff is adjustable thanks to its
replaceable bottom, which allows changing
the footmuff size.
Lapels fixation. Snap buttons are located on
the footmuff sides, allowing to fix the lapels
open.

harnesses, including one-piece. Outer slots
are covered by storm flaps.
Protective fabric. Protective fabric with
water-repellent impregnation is provided
in the foot area inside the footmuff
transformer.
Anti-slip coating. Elements with special
anti-slip coating are located on the reverse
side of the footmuff, protecting against
accidental slipping.
Reflective element. The element is located
at the footmuff transformer front, making it
noticeable from afar in inclement weather
and at night.
Footmuff size: 90 × 50 cm.
Footmuff size including the replaceable
bottom:: 110 × 50 cm.
Footmuff transformer weight: 1,250 g.

Hood tightening. A drawstring is provided
at the footmuff transformer top. It can be
adjusted using a plastic stopper and hidden
inside a special pocket.
Wind protection. A zipper is located in the
footmuff center and is securely covered with
a storm flap.
Slot system. Footmuff slot system is
universal and suitable for most car safety

Top: 1100% polyester. Durable fabric with
water-repellent impregnation (3,000 mm)
and vapor permeable membrane (3,000 g/
m2/24h).
Filling: 100% polyester.
Lining: 100% polyester. Microfleece.
Trimming: velcros, a plastic snap button.

Leokid Footmuff Transformer
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A color lineup has been expanded, and new color options have been added:
Soul Mate, Steffan.

NEW

NEW

NEW

Soul Mate

NEW

Steffan

Fantastic

Black
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Leokid Hand Muffs

LEOKID HAND MUFFS
Leokid Hand Muffs have a high insulation
degree down to –25°С.
Leokid Hand Muffs are designed to
protect your hands from cold, wind and
precipitation during the stroll with your kid.

side of Leokid Hand Muffs “Black”, “Village”,
“Vincent”, “Wonder”, “Morris”, “Fantastic”,
“Steffan”, “Soul Mate”, and “Old Friends”.
On the front side of Leokid Hand Muffs
“Sand Shell” a decorative element in the
form of a brand logo is present.

Features:

Hand muffs size: universal, 32 × 18.5 cm.

Universal size. Hand muffs size is universal
and suitable for men and women alike.

Hand muffs weight: 250 g.

Connecting snap button. Connecting straps
and snap button are provided on the hand
muffs for easy transportation and storage.

Top: 100% polyester. Durable fabric with
water-repellent impregnation (3,000 mm)
and vapor permeable membrane (3,000 g/
m2/24h).

Reliable fastening. Hand muffs are perfect
for most strollers and sleds. Hand muffs can
be fastened to the handle using Velcro.

Filling: 100% polyester.

Reliable cold protection. Hand muffs are
made of durable fabric with water-repellent
impregnation. Ultra-thin fibers are used for
filling, with lining made of warm and soft
fleece.
A reflective element is located on the front

Trimming: velcros, a plastic snap button.

Lining: 100% polyester. Microfleece.

Leokid Hand Muffs
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A color lineup has been expanded, and new color options have been added:
Old Friends, Steffan, Soul Mate, Sand Shell.

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Old Friends

Soul Mate

Steffan

Sand Shell

Leokid Hand Muffs
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NEW

Moonbeam

Village

Morris

Vincent

Leokid Hand Muffs

Wonder
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Black

Fantastic
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Leokid Snowsuit

LEOKID SNOWSUIT
Leokid Snowsuit is designed for kids aged 9
months to 5 years.

Reflective elements. The snowsuit is
provided with several reflective elements.

Features:

Name tag. The tag for indicating the name
of your kid is provided inside the snowsuit
on the back.

Reliable cold protection. The snowsuit uses
a DuPont™ Sorona® filling made of ultrathin fibers, and its lining is made of warm
and soft fabric. The snowsuit has a high
insulation degree down to –25°С.
Sealed seams. Main seams of the snowsuit
are sealed and waterproof.
Removable silicone foot straps and
detachable hood.
Internal suspenders. Internal suspenders
allow taking off the top of the snowsuit
when indoors and fix it even when the top is
open.
Wind protection. The zipper is located in
the center of the snowsuit and is securely
covered with a storm flap. Elasticated sleeve
cuffs and trouser cuffs keep the cold air out.
Smooth lining. Thanks to smooth polyester
lining, snowsuit is easy to put on and
comfortable to wear with warm mid-layer
clothes.
Pocket with protective flap.

Snowsuit sizes:
Size: 74 / Age: 9–12 months / Height:
74–80 cm
Size: 80 / Age: 12–18 months / Height:
80–86 cm
Size: 86 / Age: 18–24 months / Height:
86–92 cm
Size: 92 / Age: 2–3 years / Height:
92–98 cm
Size: 98 / Age: 3–4 years / Height:
98–104 cm
Size: 104 / Age: 4–5 years / Height:
104–110 cm
Top: 1100% nylon. Durable fabric with
water-repellent impregnation (8,000 mm)
and vapor permeable membrane (5,000 g/
m2/24h).
Filling: 100% polyester..
Lining: 100% polyester.
Trimming: silicone foot straps, metal
buttons, plastic zippers.
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Leokid Snowsuit

A color lineup has been expanded, and new color options have been added:
Old Friends Gray, Old Friends Pink, Steffan.

NEW

Old Friends Gray

NEW

Old Friends

NEW

Steffan

Fantastic

Leokid Snowsuit

Vincent
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Leokid Baby Overall

LEOKID BABY OVERALL
– For babies from 0 to 9 months.
– Insulated for up to +5°С;
– Zippers in the inner seams of pant
legs
effortlessly allow transforming this
overall into a footmuff;
– Elastic hood, hand flaps and a chest
placket
keep cold, wind and rain out;
– There is a snap in the leg area that
provides extra protection against wind;
– Zippers are thoroughly covered by a
storm flap.
Size:
– age 0–3 months / height 50–62 cm;
– age 3–6 months / height 62–74 cm.

Top: durable 3000 mm water-repellent
fabric (100% nylon).
Lining: 100% soft hypoallergenic
cotton.
Filling: 100% polyether.
Accessories: plastic zippers, a metal
snap, plastic snaps.

leokid.com

Leokid Baby Overall

Dusty Pink Forest

Dusty Gray Forest

Leokid Fleece Jumpsuit
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LEOKID FLEECE JUMPSUIT
The fleece jumpsuit is made of soft and
warm fabric. Its innovating material provides
effective moisture wicking and warmth
preservation. Fleece fabric structure allows
the skin to breathe.
Leokid Fleece Jumpsuit density is 200 g/m2.
Leokid Fleece Jumpsuit is designed
for kids aged 9 months to 5 years.

Features:
Thermoregulation. Innovating material
provides effective moisture wicking, warmth
preservation, and maintains comfortable
body temperature even
when wet.
Double zipper on the front. Two zippers
located on the front make it easy to put
the overall on your kid. Zippers are securely
covered with a storm flap.
Practicality. The fleece jumpsuit can be
used both as an insulating layer and as
independent clothing.
Comfortable fit. Loose style and elasticity
of fleece ensure comfortable fit and freedom
of movement.
Long zipper. The long zipper in the center
makes it easy to put the jumpsuit on your

NEW

kid. A chin guard is provided for the zipper.
Elastic cuffs. Elastic cuffs on sleeves and
trousers fit snugly to the body, do not bend,
and prevent the cold air from getting inside
the jumpsuit.
High collar. The high collar of the jumpsuit
provides additional cold protection.
Durability and lightness. The fleece
jumpsuit is made of lightweight, durable
material. It dries quickly and is easy to care
for.
Fleece jumpsuit sizes:
Size: 74 / Age: 9–12 months / Height:
74–80 cm
Size: 80 / Age: 12–18 months / Height:
80–86 cm
Size: 86 / Age: 18–24 months / Height:
86–92 cm
Size: 92 / Age: 2–3 years / Height:
92–98 cm
Size: 98 / Age: 3–4 years / Height:
98–104 cm
Size: 104 / Age: 4–5 years / Height:
104–110 cm
Top: 100% polyester.
Trimming: plastic zippers.

Leokid Fleece Jumpsuit

Yellow Mellow
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Aster Sand

Green Shade

Blue Shade
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Leokid Baby Overall Eddy

LEOKID BABY OVERALL EDDY
Leokid Baby Overall Eddy is made of soft
and breathable fabric with a Bionic-Finish®
Eco water-repellent impregnation. DuPont™
Sorona ® hypoallergenic bio-fluff is used for
filling, with lining made of 100% cotton. The
overall has a high insulation degree down to
–15°С.
Leokid Baby Overall Eddy is designed for
babies under 12 months. The product is
designed for babies from day one.

Features:
Lightweight insulation. Lightweight
insulation of the overall keeps your kid warm
and cozy from late autumn to early spring.
For extra warmth, a combination of overall
with the Eddy Footmuff is recommended.
Double zipper on the front. Two zippers
located on the front make it easy to put
the overall on your kid. Zippers are securely
covered with a storm flap.
Extra warm hood. The non-detachable hood
protects your kid from strong wind during
the stroll, while soft fleece lining ensures
warmth and comfort.
Folding cuffs. Folding sleeve cuffs are
designed to protect your kid’s hands from
cold, wind and rain during the stroll.

NEW

Closed foot area. The foot area of the
overall is closed, keeping the warmth and
providing additional comfort when dressing
your baby.
Anti-slip coating. Elements with special
anti-slip coating are located on the reverse
side and inside the footmuff, protecting
against accidental slipping.
Chest placket. The overall is provided with
2-button chest placket, keeping the body
safe from wind.
Overall sizes: Size: 56 / Age: 0–3 months /
Height: 56–62 cm
Size: 62 / Age: 3–6 months / Height: 62–68
cm
Size: 68 / Age: 6–9 months / Height: 68–74
cm
Size: 74 / Age: 9–12 months / Height: 74–80
cm
Top: 100% nylon. Durable fabric with waterrepellent impregnation (3,000 mm).
Filling: 100% polyester.
Lining: 100% cotton.
Trimming: plastic zippers, plastic snap
buttons.

Leokid Baby Overall Eddy

Lilac Gray
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Elfin Yellow

Sea Moss

Gray Mist

Leokid Footmuff Eddy
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LEOKID FOOTMUFF EDDY
Leokid Footmuff Eddy is designed for kids
up to 80 cm tall. The footmuff is made of
soft and breathable fabric with a BionicFinish® Eco water-repellent impregnation.
Hypoallergenic bio-fluff is used for filling.
The footmuff has a high insulation degree
down to –20°С.
Leokid Footmuff Eddy is perfect for use in:
– Infant carriers
– Strollers
– Baby car seats
– Sledges

Features:
Lapels fixation. Snap buttons are located
on the footmuff sides, allowing to fix the
lapels open.
Fixing strap. The outer fixing strap with
snap buttons provides for a tighter fit of the
hand muff and additional protection from
wind, cold and precipitation.
Hood tightening. A drawstring is provided
at the footmuff top. It can be adjusted using
a plastic stopper and hidden inside a special
pocket. Hood tightening keeps your baby
safe from wind.

NEW

Wind protection. A zipper is located in the
footmuff center and is securely covered with
a storm flap.
Slot system. Footmuff slot system is
universal and suitable for most car safety
harnesses, including one-piece. Outer slots
are covered by storm flaps.
Anti-slip coating. Elements with special
anti-slip coating are located on the reverse
side and inside the footmuff, protecting
against accidental slipping.
Storage case. Light and compact, Leokid
Footmuff Eddy can be easily rolled up and
put in a case (provided with the footmuff),
and it is a great option for storing or taking
it with you on a trip.
Footmuff size: 95 × 55 cm..
Top: 100% nylon. Durable fabric with waterrepellent impregnation (3,000 mm).
Filling: 100% polyester.
Lining: 100% nylon.
Trimming: plastic zippers, plastic snap
buttons, the plastic stopper.

Leokid Footmuff Eddy

Sea Moss
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Gray Mist

Lilac Gray

Leokid Hand Muff Eddy
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LEOKID HAND MUFF EDDY
Leokid Hand Muff Eddy has a high insulation
degree down to –20°С.
Leokid Hand Muff is designed to protect
your hands from cold, wind and precipitation during the stroll with your kid.

Features:
Universal size. Hand muff size is universal
and suitable for men and women alike.
Fixing strap. The outer fixing strap with
snap buttons provides for a tighter fit of the
hand muff and additional protection from
wind, cold and precipitation.
Convenient strap. Adjustable strap allows
carrying the accessory both in your hands
and on the shoulder.
Reliable fastening. The hand muff is perfect
for most strollers and sleds with one-piece
handle. Hand muff can be fastened to the
handle using Velcro.

NEW

Reliable cold protection. The hand muff
is made of fabric with water-repellent
impregnation. Ultra-thin fibers are used for
filling, with lining made of warm and soft
fleece. The hand muff is designed to protect
your hands when holding a cold stroller
handle.
Hand muff size: 48 × 30 cm.
Top: 100% nylon. Durable fabric with waterrepellent impregnation (3,000 mm).
Filling: 100% polyester.
Lining: 100% polyester. Microfleece.
Trimming: velcros, plastic snap buttons.

leokid.com

Leokid Hand Muff Eddy

Sea Moss

Gray Mist

Black

Leokid Bag Organizer
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LEOKID BAG ORGANIZER
Leokid Bag Organizer is a functional
accessory that parents will appreciate. Now
you can keep everything you need close
at hand. This universal size Leokid bag
organizer can be conveniently
fastened to any stroller handle.
The bag organizer can be fastened
to the stroller using:
– Hooks
– Main strap
The bag organizer is provided with several
inner and outer pockets for everything you
might need during the stroll — from baby
care products and toys to mom’s personal
belongings.

Features:
Thermopocket. An important advantage is
the thermopocket inside the bag organizer,
which keeps the baby bottle temperature
comfortable and fixes it
in a stable position to avoid leakage.

Durable material. Leokid bag organizer
is made of durable material with waterrepellent coating, which ensures its
longevity.
Convenient strap. Adjustable strap allows
carrying the accessory both in your hands
and on the shoulder.
Bag dimensions: 30*20*9 сm.
Bag weight: 360 g.
Top: 100% nylon.
Lining: 100% polyester.

leokid.com

Leokid Bag Organizer

A color lineup has been expanded, and new color options have
been added: Fjord Gray and Green Stone.

NEW

Fjord Gray

NEW

Green Stone

Sand Shell

Black
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Leokid Bag Organizer

Magnet

Gray Mist

Leokid bag backpack
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LEOKID BAG BACKPACK
The bag backpack is provided with
convenient adjustable shoulder straps,
allowing you to carryit on your shoulders.
Leokid Bag Backpack fastens to the stroller
handle using hooks or the main strap,
ensuring that your personal belongings are
always close at hand.

Easy and convenient fastening. Several
options are provided for fastening the bag
backpack to the stroller: using hooks and
using the main strap.

Features:

Bag weight: 610 g.

Multiple pockets and compartments.
The bag backpack is provided with several
spacious pockets: two inner pockets (one
of them with a zipper, intended for wet
clothes). There is a pocket on the front; two
thermopockets can be used for baby bottle.

Top: 100% nylon.

Convenient strap. The bag backpack is
provided with a removable adjustable strap,
which allows carrying it both in your hands
and on the shoulder.

Bag dimensions: 38*31*12 сm.

Lining: 100% polyester.

Leokid bag backpack
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A color lineup has been expanded, and new color options have been
added: Fjord Gray and Brown Amber.

NEW

NEW

Brown Amber

Magnet

Black

Sand Shell

Leokid bag backpack

Magnet
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Leokid snowsuit Color Block
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LEOKID SNOWSUIT COLOR BLOCK
Leokid snowsuit is designed for kids aged 9
months to 5 years.

Features:
Reliable cold protection. The snowsuit uses
a DuPont™ Sorona® filling made of ultra-thin
fibers. Snowsuit has a high insulation degree
down to –25°С.
Smooth lining. Thanks to smooth polyester
lining, the snowsuit is easy to put on and
comfortable to wear with warm mid-layer
clothes.
Fleece inserts. The smooth lining with fleece
inserts on the back, collar and inside the hood
provides additional comfort and warmth.
Easy to put on. A long zipper in the center
makes it easy to put the snowsuit on your kid.
Sealed seams. Main seams of the snowsuit are
sealed and waterproof.
Removable silicone foot straps and
detachable hood.
Internal suspenders. Internal suspenders
allow taking off the top of the snowsuit when
indoors and fix it even when the top is open.
Wind protection. The zipper is located in the
center and is securely covered with a storm
flap. Elasticated sleeve cuffs and trouser cuffs

NEW

keep the cold air out.
Pockets with protective flap.
Reflective elements
Name tag. The tag for indicating the name of
your kid is provided inside the snowsuit on the
back.
Snowsuit sizes:
Size: 74 / Age: 9–12 months / Height:
74–80 cm
Size: 80 / Age: 12–18 months / Height:
80–86 cm
Size: 86 / Age: 18–24 months / Height:
86–92 cm
Size: 92 / Age: 2–3 years / Height:
92–98 cm
Size: 98 / Age: 3–4 years / Height:
98–104 cm
Size: 104 / Age: 4–5 years / Height:
104–110 cm
Top: 1100% nylon. Durable fabric with waterrepellent impregnation (8,000 mm) and vapor
permeable membrane (5,000 g/m2/24h).
Filling: 100% polyester..
Lining: 100% polyester. Microfleece.
Trimming: silicone foot straps, metal buttons,
plastic zippers.

leokid.com

Leokid snowsuit Color Block

Green Shade

Aster Sand

Gray Wave

Yellow Mellow

Blue Shade
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Leokid Mittens

LEOKID MITTENS

NEW

Leokid Mittens are designed for kids
цunder 6 years.

Features:
Reliable cold protection. Mittens use a
DuPont™ Sorona® filling made of ultra-thin
fibers. Insulation degree is down to –25°С.
Fleece lining. A soft and warm fleece is used
for lining, providing additional comfort and
warmth.
Comfortable fit. Mittens are provided with
adjustable Velcros for comfortable fit and
fixation on the palm.
Sealed seams. Main seams of the mittens are
sealed.
Reinforced palm area. Reinforced inner part in
the palm area ensures durability of the mittens
and protects your kid’s palms from moisture
and cold.
Connecting hook. The plastic hook is provided
on the mittens for connecting them with each
other.
Elastic bands for fixation on the wrists.

Inside the mittens, elastic bands are provided
for fixation on the wrists, preventing the
possibility of losing
the mittens during the stroll.
Mittens sizes:
Size: 1 / Age: 6–18 months / Length: 9 cm /
Girth: 11.5 cm
Size: 2 / Age: 1–2 years / Length: 10 cm / Girth:
12.5 cm
Size: 3 / Age: 2–4 years / Length: 11.5 cm /
Girth: 13.5 cm
Size: 4 / Age: 4–6 years / Length: 13 cm /
Girth: 15 cm
Top: 100% nylon. Durable fabric with waterrepellent impregnation (8,000 mm) and vapor
permeable membrane (5,000 g/m2/24h).
Filling: 100% polyester..
Lining: 100% polyester. Microfleece.
Trimming: Velcros, plastic hooks and half rings,
elastic bands.
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Contacts

leokid.com

Legal address:
Leokid GmbH
Breslauer Str.61
87437 Kempten (Allgäu)
VAT DE325997949
In case of questions please contact:
Tel. +39 347 9560433
or write by e-mail: maria@leokid.com
Business Director: Maria Kulikova

leokid.com

@leokid.official

